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Advanced Model for Human Action Annotation
Based on Background Subtraction Using Learning Vector
Quantitation with Co-occurrence Matrix Features
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Abstract – This paper presents an advanced model for human action annotation. The proposed
technique is splitting human objects in two parts, upper and under part of human beings. From
these two parts, a model to extract the feature vectors by GLCM was proposed as feature for
classification. The first method is to extract the Haralick features out of GLCM and the next step
is the normalization process for converting co-occurrence feature matrix into various vectors as
feature for classification. The research employs learning vector quantification to classify all
feature vectors. Finally, the experiment conducted by utilizing Weizmann dataset shows that this
approach method achieves an accuracy of 84.7%. Copyright © 2016 Praise Worthy Prize S.r.l. All rights reserved.
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movements. This thus has an impact on the result dataset
video annotations. To bridge these problems then the
movement annotations are more likely to use the dataset
to atomic action recognition.
Several approaches for human action recognition can
be categorized as: spatiotemporal analysis shape template
based approach [1] [2] [3], tracking based approach[4],
flow based analysis [5] and interest points based
approach [6]. The first approaches for the spatiotemporal
analysis have been proposed by Bobick et al. in [1]. The
authors used the motion energy and the process of
moving history from images sequences as information
temporal to recognize human aerobics movements.
Weinland et al. in [7] matching with previous research,
they employed multiple cameras to construct the process
of moving history volumes and to execute the state of
acting to classification with Fourier analysis for
cylindrical coordinates. Blank et al. in [2] and Yilmaz et
al. in [8]presented a related work for 3D approach in
which the flow based approaches to optical flow
computation used to describe motion are sensitive to
noise and cannot reveal the true motions. Spatio-temporal
appearance based techniques consider the action
identification problem as a 3D object identification
problem and extract characteristic from the 3D volume.
The extracted distinctive traits were very huge, so the
computational cost is incapable for real-time application.
Tracking based techniques suffer from the same problem.
There are several variations of techniques that can be
used to make annotations on the video.
To perform the annotations, humans can specify the
annotations in several criteria such as time, location, and
activity.

Nomenclature
f1
f2
f3
f4
f5
f6
f7
f8
f9
f10
f11
f12
f13
LVQ
GLCM

Angular Second Moment
Contrast
Entropy
Correlation
Angular Second Moment
Clashed
Cluspro
Max Pro
Dissimilarity
Autocorr
Inertia
Different Entropy
Sum Entropy
Learning Vector Quantization
Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix

I.

Introduction

With the rapid growth in multimedia-based
equipment, especially with the use of cameras and video,
hundreds to thousands of videos produced by users have
been uploaded to the internet. But the number of videos
uploaded is not proportional to the number of images
considered as a dataset. These circumstances lead to a
fairly high disparity between the two, particularly in the
images and videos related to human movement. The
growing demand of video applications for annotations
was encouraged to generate datasets for annotations in
particular for human movement. But the process of video
annotations on a complex action tends to be subjective,
with one another having different opinions on human
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In the application of annotation the techniques can be
performed automatically or semi-automatically. The most
basic model is a free text description that can be added to
the video. This method does not use the definition of the
initial structure to perform the annotation [9]. For a
pattern model, when publishing a video on internet in a
social media, the user can type a description of the video
that will be uploaded. Some combinations of words and
sentences can be carried out to establish a free
description. Some types of annotations helps in accessing
the video, by not using annotations structure is easy to do
but the efficiency in retrieval techniques should be
performed.
In many video annotation mode based on text, the
textual information can remain on a video, which the
image sequences are named as additional text. This
technique is utilized as a key that possibly makes the
designation by some term obtained from an isolated text.
According to the text, data is a source of high different
meaning from knowledge if it is readily obtainable, then
it will be a key filter and it can be searched from video
data by the user involving intuition and natural methods.
Text that is embedded in the image and video in
particular to provide more detail and important to the
content of knowledge communicated for instance the
name of the player, speaker, title, place, date of an event
occurrence [10]. The meaning can be derived from a
video text. SunithaAburru in [9] using an extreme
imposed text to derived the semantics of a video in which
there have been growth being efficient of retrieval
system. A semi-automatic approach is used to generate
annotations to videos, to process semantic derived by
analyzing the content of the rule-based techniques.
Exhausted equable features have been derived from
the video or image. There are a few variations such as
machine learning the Support Vector Machine,
Clustering and the Bayesian networks resemblances and
learning to do. In [11] an essential supporting structure
for high meaning annotations video event can be traced
by using the operations of global features, local features
and motion features. By using these features, a digital
image of sequences clip can be converted into form code
as a set of distinctive attribute vectors. With a variety of
different features that exist SVM can classify and
perform learning and establish a code of chromosomebased genetic algorithm optimization to obtain relevant
classification and weighting based learning.
Yang C et al. in [12] annotations of an instructional
supervised learning called as Multiple-Instance Learning
(MIL)can be done by expanding the prevalent method of
Support Vector Machine-based MIL algorithms. By
maximizing the boundary into the pattern of MIL
constraints, the obstacle occurred in the MIL can be
converted by the former method. Barrat et al. in [13]
performed on the image of annotation classification
weakness that there was only a small part of a key-code
set of database annotation.
In the video annotation ontology [14] has described as
a clearly developed a detailed description of a

conceptualization. In the classification system large-sized
system that the classifier differentiate on aspects into the
category hierarchy, for example, that chapter is part of
the book. In the same study [15] proposed a framework
for ontology useful to enrich the semantic annotation on
CCTV camera video, a semantic text and visuals could
associate with the key granted by domain experts. In the
video segmentation have done to discover a moving
object in the video and the classification as an agent,
action and receiver. Video ontology-based annotation can
also be included rule or machine learning.
In the study of pattern recognition, feature extraction
is very important to get the maximum results. There are
several approaches to extract a key feature in many
pattern recognitions based on Gabor features. Daugman
in [16] proposed characterizing features at different
frequencies and orientations. The function of this
approach is to equalize between the 2D Gabor function
and maintenance and characteristics of the visual system
of mammals.
Leen-KiatSoh et al in [17] conducted a research on the
analysis of image texture of ice on the sea surface for
mapping. 10 GLCM with features such as entropy,
contrast,
correlation,
homogeneity,
energy,
autocorrelation, dissimilarity, shade cluster, cluster
prominence, the maximum probability level 64, the
distance Dis 1 and Dis 2 proved more effective for
feature extraction image texture of ice. For orientation
has no effect on the classification of sea ice images. This
study uses a Bayesian Classifier for classification
methods
Daniel S. et al. in [18] conducted a research about the
classification of the image of the battle scene on the
landscape. This study used invariant moment and GLCM
from 8 features such as energy, inertia, entropy,
homogeneity, max probability, contrast, inverse,
correlation to its extraction. The results showed SVM
with radial kernel has a higher accuracy than the feed
forward back propagation algorithm of ANN. Therefore
in this work a LVQ for human action annotation was
proposed using GLCM feature.

II.

Related Research

In video frame, visual features can be done directly
from a lower-level of video frame. By using the low
level, the features can be used to make annotations, but
they are still a crevice which appear in the midst of the
information that could be derived automatically out of
the visual data and interpreted. The identical data can be
owned by a user to set of high-level concept of the low
level descriptions.
Jardon et al. [19] conducted a research based on rulebased approach using fuzzy logic to represent from the
initial definition and limitations in adaptation to different
contexts. Dorado et al. in [20] proposed a rule-based
approach to video annotations, where the proposed
method automatically uses the knowledge of an initial
annotation dataset. This can create a representation of a
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set of lower level from video characteristic and
associated rules between lower level and upper level. In
[21] conducted a study of the average on fuzzy decision
tree (FDT), where rule-based automated sample is based
on a limitation of exploitation in which there are
measures to reduce the desire of human beings in the use
of the index process.
The similarity of the features of audiovisual
demonstrated to detect semantic event has been proposed
in [22], while this approach detects annotation of
broadcasting a soccer player in video. In proposals made
by a fuzzy rule-based, the design to classify result from
the adoption of statistical output through a collection of
audio-visual attribute as usage and delivery a crisp set of
semantic concepts corresponds to the events that
occurred. Doing the extraction of hidden knowledge
between tuple and the mutual relationship between the
distinctive attribute related to the event can be done by
the construction of a decision tree. Other approach has
been successfully applied to some content such as videobased analysis [23], [24].
The authors proposed a graph-based learning that a
method based approach has function to semi-supervise.
In the graph method approach, process of labeling and
non-labeling perform on the vertices. This is a sample in
which the vertices on the edges exist can cause a
reflection of the similarities among the sample regarded
as a unit. A purpose intended by this method that
measured on graph is based on labeling more subtle
assumptions. In study [25], authors argued a method to
study the concept in relation using graphical models to
improve the results of annotation.
The authors argued that video annotations primarily
assist in marking on some single or multi concept in the
process of labeling the target dataset, where the target is
carried out often without regarding to the concept of
internal independent in relationships. Then, researchbased multi graph semi-supervised has been proposed by
[24]. The method proposes merge graph and semisupervised learning on merging function graph.

Video

Foreground
Detection

Feature
Extraction

Annotation

Classification

Fig. 1. Proposed Method for the Annotation Human Action

From the results of background subtraction technique,
it can be obtained a foreground object moving form of
human movement that can be identified from the
background:
fri 1  fri  fri 1
(1)

fri 1  fri 1  fri

(2)

To perform better results of detecting moving objects,
the background of subtraction morphological process has
been applied to the frame that is being done at
background subtraction. This step is performed in order
to reduce noise that appears so as to obtain better results.
The process morphology [27] applied includes the
applied process of erosion, and dilation in order to obtain
the optimum results against the background subtraction.
The results of this process will be the next object to be
extracted as data for segmentation are done.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

III. Methodology
This paper presents a new approach for human action
annotation. The goal of the proposal is to represent
actions by extracting feature texture using gray level cooccurrence matrix to describe the object feature. The
proposed method is described in Fig. 1.
III.1

Fig. 2. Moving objects Detection using Background Subtraction (a)
Current frame (b) previous frame (c) detection Object with bounding
box (d) subtraction frame

After successfully detecting human as a moving
object, the research continued by segmenting human
action. Human body was divided in two parts, upper and
lower by splitting the segmented human, as shown in Fig.
3.

Human Detection

In the first stage for the identification of human
movement, we detect the moving object, which is human,
was detected.
The approach to detect objects used a background
subtraction method [26]. Approach to background
subtraction is done by reducing the current fri frame

III.2. Feature Extraction

with the previous fri 1 frame in the video sequence.

This stage uses the Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix
(GLCM) texture features to take out the attribute from
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the human segmented. Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix
invented by Harralick in [28] proposed method for
extracting texture feature from objects for feature
extraction.

Upper Part
Walk

Upper Bend
Part

Upper Skip
Part

Under part
walk

Under Bend
Part

Under Skip
Part

secondary-order relate to the use of relevant statistics
information of space intercourse one of many features
from an image. GLCM is resulted from a gray scale
image. GLCM contains information about how often
pixels with gray-level value (scale of intensity or gray
tones) s occurs either horizontally, vertically, or
diagonally to adjacent pixels with the value t. The
parameters s and t indicate the value of gray level (tone)
in an image:
f1   s  t P  s,t 

2

(4)

2

f 2    s  t  P  s,t 

Fig. 3. Human body split from segmented

(5)

s 0 t 0

Texture is an important aspect of an image that has
been widely used in the classification such as visual
inspection and pattern recognition. GLCM which is a
tabulation of the frequency, or how often to different
combinations of sharpness pixels occurs in a frame. The
computation of math-based frame of image is shown in
the following equation where p  s,t  is the value

L 1 L 1

f3   P  s,t  log P  s,t 

(6)

s 0 t 0

N 1 N 1

f4  



 s  x  t   y 
 x y

s 0 t 0

psst

(7)

 s,t   th is an input in co-occurrence normalized matrix,
N 1 N 1

N denotes co-occurrence dimension of the matrix (the
number of gray levels) px  s  and p y  s  is in the

f5 

  pst2

(8)

s 0 t 0

margin where the probability is:
N 1 N 1
N

px  s  

f6 

N

 p  s,t  , p y t    p  s,t 
t 1

3

   s  t  x   y 

(9)

(3)

pst

(10)

s 1
N 1 N 1

f7 

Texture is generally a complex visual model that has
attributes such as clarity, coloring, and gradient. A
consistency of a surface attribute can be extracted in
various approaches specifically, statistics, constructional,
and modifications of information-based models. There is
a 4-way computing in GLCM, i.e. grade= 0 °, grade= 45
°, grade = 90 °, grade = 135 °

90°

135°

pst

s 0 t 0

   s  t  x   y 

4

s 0 t 0

f8  max  pst 

(11)

N 1 N 1

  s  t pst

f9 

(12)

s 0 t 0

45°

N 1 N 1

f10 

   st  pst

(13)

s 0 t 0

(s-1, t-1)

(s, t-1)

(s+1, t-1)
N 1 N 1

(s-1, t)

(s, t)

(s+1, t)

(s-1, t+1)

(s, t+1)

(s+1, t+1)

f11 

   s  t  pst

(14)

s 0 t 0

0°

N 1

f12 

 px y  s  log  px  y  s  

(15)

s 0

Fig. 4. Matrix of GLCM

2 N 2

f13 

Each method has a different technique. Jian in [29]
proposed Gabor and co-occurrence of this method for
object recognition. An established algorithms to extract
texture features called Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix
(GLCMs) is proposed by Roberts et al. in [28], which has
statistical methods. The features of GLCM containing





px  y  s  log px  y  s 



(16)

s 0

For all of the GLCM features of human object
segmented we employed the normalization so all
parameters could be classified for human action
annotations.
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III.3. Classification

IV.

Learning Vector quantization in [30]is used at this
stage to classify the texture GLCM features that have
been extracted. In LVQ existing data on the features of
GLCM are regarded as an input vector. Data can be
denoted as Vs  R d with value of s = 1, 2, n, whereas the
denomination of n is a number from the inside of data.
From the contained data, any training was conducted in
accordance with appropriate human movement patterns.
To facilitate the giving of labeling the movement
patterns, each data is denoted with the following models
as X s  1, 2,3..z with value of s =1, 2,3,n, wherein n

This experiment applies a dataset of video Weizmann.
Dataset consists of 8 actions, and every movement
consists of 8 different people. Each dataset consists of 50
frames with a resolution (180×144) and with has a
frequency of 25 fps. The evaluation for the classification
is done by applying confusion matrix. The confusion
matrix will show the value of right and wrong in
recognizing the movement action in humans. The result
of human segmented and extraction feature shown in Fig.
6 and Fig. 8. In this stage to test the success of the
performance results of the classification LVQ on the
proposed model, the confusion matrix was used as a
representation, as shown in Table I. By using the
confusion matrix the accuracy of the classification results
obtained can be calculated by the following equation:

represents the quantity of data values and z is the amount
of patterns that doing the training. At the stage of
identification of the patterns of movement, LVQ
algorithm will group them into a pattern with a Euclidean
distance of the closest. The LVQ models are used as
follows:

Accuration 

The algorithm of LVQ can be explained as follows:
1. Determine the value of the weight (w), the
maximum epoch (Max Epoch), the estimated
value of the minimum error (Eps) and Learning
rate (  )
2. Input value :
a. Input: v(z,n);
b. Target: T(1,n)
3. Specify the initial value:
a.
Epoch = 0;
b.
Err = 1;
4.

(Learning rate > Eps)
Epoch = epoch + 1;

b.

Do for value of s = 1 until n
i. Determine the value of t so v  wt has

-

TP  TN
TP  TN  FP  FN

(17)

The four conditions in the confusion matrix can be
explained as follows:
- True Positive (TP) is a positive embodied value in
which the classification results indicate a positive
truth value.
- False Negative (FN) defines the value which predicts
opposite results shown by the value of one.
- True Negative (TN) is a negative value which is
appropriately classified as a negative value
- False Positive (FP) is the value which predicts
positive results but it shows negative and is calculated
as False Positive.
Figs. 5 show the result of human action annotation
using LVQ.

Make the process if (Epoch < MaxEpoch) or

a.

Experimental Results

a minimum value stated Ct
ii. make improvements on the value of wj
the provisions:
If the value of T = Ct therefore
wt  new    v  wt  old  

(a) Run Annotated

(b) Run Annotated

(c) Side Walk Annotated

(d) Side Walk Annotated

(e) Jump Annotated

(f) Jump Annotated

If value of T  Ct then

wt  new   wt  old    v  wt  old 

-

Subtract the value of 

where:
v is vector training  v1 ,v2 ,...vn 
T is a category that is true for training vector
wt is weight vector output unit t  wst ,...,wnt 
Ct value are the categories represented by the output unit t
v  wt the value of the Euclidean space is not far from
the input vector and the weight vector to unit output t

Figs. 5. Result of Annotation Human Action using LVQ
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Walk

Run

Jump

Skip

P-Jump

Bend

Jack

Side

Fig. 6. Human Segmented for Feature Extraction

Walk

Run

Jump

P-Jump

Bend

Jack

Skip

Side
1

Fig. 7. Human Action from Weizmann Dataset

Upper Part Walk

Upper Part Run

Upper Part Jump

Upper Part Skip

Under Part Walk

Under Part Run

Under Part Jump

Under Part Skip

Upper Part P-Jump

Upper Part Bend

Upper Part Jack

Upper Part Side

Under Part P-jump

Under Part Bend

Under Part Jack

Under Part Side

Fig. 8. Feature Extraction from Human Segmented

Prediction
1

Bend
Jack
Jump
P Jump
Run
Side
Skip
Walk
Class
Recall

Bend
346
1
7
1
1
0
0
1
96.92%

TABLE I
CONFUSION MATRIX OF HUMAN ACTION CLASSIFICATION RESULT
Actual
Jack
Jump
P Jump
Run
Side
Skip
1
7
4
2
4
3
603
2
14
2
5
5
0
152
0
3
1
2
15
0
232
0
23
0
1
1
0
256
5
56
10
0
15
5
322
4
2
4
1
92
2
302
6
1
2
33
8
30
94.51%
91.02%
86.57%
65.14%
87.03%
75.12%

Walk
2
16
10
5
37
7
46
494
80.06%

Class Precision
93.77%
93.06%
86.86%
84.06%
71.71%
88.71%
67.26%
85.91%
84.7 %

http://www.ecse.rpi.edu/~cvrl/database/activity_dataset.htm
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[4]

The action of human can be annotated in various
actions. In the same case during the experiment, human
walk sideway can be annotated by proposed jumping
model. It is shown that the identifiable human action is
moving sideways but the annotation is detected as a
jumping movement, because the human action clenched
legs and jumped sideways in the feature.
In the experiments, the data set are divided in training
and testing with a split proportion of 70:30. 70% of the
data will be used as training and 30% is used as data
testing. The Table I reveals the classification results of
experiments conducted using LVQ, resulting in an
accuracy of 84.27%. The figure was derived from the
total number of TP and TN divided by the amount of data
being tested. Value TP and TN are arranged diagonally
according to their respective category.
Table I shows that the TP number to the category of
Bend is 346 and the number of TN to categories other
than Bend action is 2361. The value of TP Bend is the
amount of data that is classified correctly as Bend, and
the value TN is the amount of data in addition to Bend
classified by right in accordance with their respective
category.
The number of FP in the category of Bend is 11 and
the figure derived from the sum of the values in the
column is reduced by the value of TP Bend, the Bend
category (357-346 = 11). The FN derived from the
number of columns in each category other than the
category is reduced by TN Bend in each category so that
the FN is 2855-2361 = 494.

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]
[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]

[13]

[14]

[15]

[16]

V.

Conclusion

In this study, an annotation of human action has been
detected by applying LVQ and Co-occurrence matrix as
feature extraction. It can be noted that co-occurrence
matrix feature is able to derive as feature for human
action annotation and be learning as classification as
vector feature by Learning Vector Quantification. The
result has given potential accuracy of 84.27% for
recognition human action annotations. Our proposed
method is different from other human annotations
especially in using features of human objects for
classification. In many approach for feature extraction,
GLCM is usually used in object except for human
feature. So, in my proposed methods, the GLCM features
can be the solution for feature extraction in human
annotation technique.

[17]
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